[A study on new computer-aided modeling method of hip joint].
The main reason of invalidation of prosthetic hip joint is the prostheses flexibility and shift, dislocation and disjunction. Promoting the long time stability of the prostheses is the key of improving the long term hip joint replacement effect. Former research work was focused on the upper segment of femur, and assumed the acetabulum cup to be a spheric concave, and the external form of acetabulum prostheses was basically semi spheric. This paper presents a method of acquiring the point data on the surface of the hip bone using the reverse engineering technology. By analyzing the acetabulum surface fitting error we use rotating elliptical surface to fit the acetabulum surface, together with the optimal technique to build up the CAD model of acetabulum surface. We compare the fitting error between the sphere fitting and rotating elliptical surface fitting and get the result that the rotating elliptical surface fitting error is smaller than the sphere fitting error, and the rotating elliptical surface can describe the shape of the acetabulum better.